Ecosystem models show divergent responses of the terrestrial carbon cycle to global change over the next century. Individual model evaluation and multimodel comparisons with data have largely focused on individual processes at subannual to decadal scales. Thus far, data-based evaluations of emergent ecosystem responses to climate and CO 2 at multidecadal and centennial timescales have been rare. We compared the sensitivity of net primary productivity (NPP) to temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 in ten ecosystem models with the sensitivities found in tree-ring reconstructions of NPP and raw ring-width series at six temperate forest sites. These model-data comparisons were evaluated at three temporal extents to determine whether the rapid, directional changes in temperature and CO 2 in the recent past skew our observed responses to multiple drivers of change. All models tested here were more sensitive to low growing season precipitation than tree-ring NPP and ring widths in the past 30 years, although some model precipitation responses were more consistent with tree rings when evaluated over a full century. Similarly, all models had negative or no response to warm-growing season temperatures, while tree-ring data showed consistently positive effects of temperature. Although precipitation responses were least consistent among models, differences among models to CO 2 drive divergence and ensemble uncertainty in relative change in NPP over the past century. Changes in forest composition within models had no effect on climate or CO 2 sensitivity. Fire in model simulations reduced model sensitivity to climate and CO 2 , but only over the course of multiple centuries. Formal evaluation of emergent model behavior at multidecadal and multicentennial timescales is essential to reconciling model projections with observed ecosystem responses to past climate change. Future evaluation should focus on improved representation of disturbance and biomass change as well as the feedbacks with moisture balance and CO 2 in individual models.
paleoecological record (Prentice et al., 1991; Davis & Shaw, 2001; Shuman et al., 2002; Clifford & Booth, 2015) . Modern empirical data from experiment-and observation-based studies provide evidence that rapidly increasing temperatures, altered precipitation regimes, and rising atmospheric CO 2 concentrations are causing changes in ecosystem dynamics today (Boisvenue & Running, 2006; Morin et al., 2009; Fisichelli et al., 2013; Peñuelas et al., 2013) . However, the effects of climate change in long-lived ecosystems such as the temperate forests of the eastern and Midwestern United States remain contested because changes in forest composition and structure take decades to centuries to occur (Renwick & Rocca, 2014 ). These observationbased studies capture emergent, long-term ecosystem responses to climate and CO 2 variability that are the product of feedbacks and interactions among physiological and biogeochemical processes.
Terrestrial ecosystem models are used to make mechanistic, process-based projections of ecosystem response to changing climate and CO 2 in the past, present, and future. However, the mechanistic, bottom-up approach used to build and evaluate ecosystem models is mismatched in spatial and temporal scale from observations of ecosystem response to climate change. Differences in model parameterization or structural representation of physiological process can cause major divergences in the resulting ecosystem dynamics through time (De Kauwe et al., 2013; Walker et al., 2015) . Model intercomparisons of ecosystem response to climate change over the next century typically show increased divergence of ecosystem dynamics at the end of the century (e.g., Friedlingstein et al., 2014) . Although most policy and management decisions occur at subcentennial temporal scales, life spans of common temperate tree species in the Northeastern United States can range from 120 years for Betula papyrifera to over 800 years for Tsuga canadensis (Burns & Honkala, 1990) . This means that in the absence of widespread disturbance or management, even the model simulations of ecosystem response to climate change are far shorter than the multigenerational scales at which changes in forest composition or structure in response to shifts in climate occur. These slow, gradual shifts in forest composition or structure may mediate ecosystem sensitivity to climate and CO 2 in both models and reality. For example, mortality and recruitment are inherent processes underlying the types of ecosystemscale responses to climate change observed in the past and occur at temporal and spatial scales beyond that which we can observe with current available ecological data. This can then cause the observed responses of ecosystems to past climate change over multiple centuries to be different from that observed in shorter studies focused on a few decades.
Tree rings provide annually resolved records of individual and forest response to environmental variation over the temporal scales of decades and centuries across temperate forests. Tree rings have been used to understand forest responses to climate variability at individual sites and entire continents Charney et al., 2016; D'Orangeville et al., 2016) , but these approaches have been largely disconnected from assessments of how climate change impacts ecosystems in models. Tree rings are increasingly used to quantify and constrain components of the terrestrial carbon cycle in forests as well as individual-and forestlevel responses to climate (Graumlich et al., 1989; Davis et al., 2009; Babst et al., 2013; Dye et al., 2016) . These efforts are critical for understanding long-term forest responses to climate variability as multiple field experiments have indicated that long-term individual and ecosystem responses to warming and elevated CO 2 diverge from initial responses found in the first few years of manipulation (Melillo et al., 2002; Hollister et al., 2005; Matesanz et al., 2009; Norby et al., 2010) . This long-term evaluation of climate impacts on forest ecosystems is particularly important for disentangling the simultaneous directional shifts in temperature, precipitation, CO 2 , and disturbance that complicate much of modern ecological research (Foster et al., 1998; Turner et al., 2003; G omez-Aparicio et al., 2011) .
This article compares emergent sensitivity of net primary productivity (NPP) to climate and CO 2 in ecosystem models to those found in tree-ring data at multiple temporal scales. The goals of this article are as follows: (i) determine whether annual ecosystem NPP sensitivity to climate and CO 2 in ecosystem models matches those found in individual tree-and forest-level treering data; (ii) compare the climate and CO 2 sensitivities in models and data from short temporal extents where patterns are dominated by interannual climate variability with those from centennial-scale records that contain low-frequency climatic shifts; and (iii) quantify the contribution of differences in model responses to climate and CO 2 to model ensemble uncertainty in NPP dynamics through time. To achieve these goals, we analyze the temporal trends of NPP in ten ecosystem models that have been run from 850 to 2010 A.D. at six temperate forest sites in the Upper Midwestern and Northeastern United States. The influences of growing season temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 on change in model NPP are then compared to those found in plot-level NPP reconstructions from tree rings at two sites as well as raw ring widths from plot-based sampling and the International Tree Ring Databank (ITRDB) at four sites. Climate and CO 2 responses are analyzed for three temporal extents: (i) the scale of past paleoecological responses to climate change (850-2010 A.D.) ; (ii) the period of historical temperature and precipitation records (1901-2010 A.D.) ; and (iii) the scale of robust modern ecological data (1980-2010 A.D.) . We use these results to explain model-data discrepancies in regional drivers of NPP through time as well as quantify the drivers of uncertainty within the model ensemble over the past millennium.
Materials and methods

Model experimental overview
We modeled ecosystem carbon flux and composition change in response to climate variation from 850 to 2010 A.D. at six sites in the Northeastern and Upper Midwestern United States. These sites are located on an east-west gradient that represent present-day differences in temperature, precipitation, and forest types (Table 1 and Appendix S1). Models were presented with common, continuous 6-hourly meteorological climate and monthly CO 2 forcing data. CO 2 was taken from the Law Dome time series and the NOAA Mauna Loa record (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (Keeling et al. 2009; Wei et al., 2014) . Climate drivers included air temperature, waterequivalent precipitation rate, total incoming shortwave radiation, incoming longwave radiation, surface air pressure, specific humidity, and wind speed. The continuous, 6-hourly 850-2010 meteorological driver set was developed using an artificial neural network to spatially and temporally downscale output from CCSM4 output from the Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project, Phase III (PMIP3) past millennium simulations (850-1849, Crucifix et al., 2012) and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5 (CMIP5) simulations (1850 -1900 , Taylor et al., 2012 ) using 6-hourly, 0.5-degree CRUNCEP data (1901 , Wei et al., 2014 according to Kumar et al. (2012) . Due to mismatches at transitional periods between CCSM4 and CRUNCEP products, all variables except wind were bias-corrected to avoid sharp jumps in climatology in the time series. Temperature was corrected as an additive bias, whereas short-and longwave radiation, and precipitation were corrected using a ratio bias to conserve the hydrological sensitivity among meteorological variables (Hempel et al., 2013) .
Ten models representing variants of five independent ecosystem models completed simulations of ecosystem dynamics at all six sites from 850 to 2010 A.D. and provided monthly or annual-resolution output on composition and the carbon cycle (Table 2) . Full model protocol can be found in Appendix S2. Dynamic vegetation models allow plant communities to self-assemble and change through time, while static vegetation models prescribe plant functional types (PFTs) by fractional area based on potential vegetation distribution from Ramankutty & Foley (1999) . All models were spun up to steady state at 850 A.D. by cycling the first 20 years of forcing data (850-869 A.D.) with a constant CO 2 concentration of 277 ppm. Not all models used all meteorological variables as drivers. LINKAGES was the only model to not include CO 2 as a driver and only includes temperature and precipitation drivers, whereas all other models included at a minimum, temperature, precipitation, shortwave radiation, and CO 2 . Even though LINKAGES does not include CO 2 as a driver of ecosystem dynamics, it was included in our analyses to help isolate potential confounding effects of increasing CO 2 with other drivers of ecosystem change.
Our analyses focus on two model characteristics (dynamic vegetation and fire) and the dynamics of two ecosystem properties (composition and aboveground biomass) that are linked to slow processes associated with ecosystem responses to climate and CO 2 change (Table 2) . However, because PFTs in all models except for SiBCASA, a biome-based model, respond to climate independently, they may still experience shifts in the relative community composition if defined by fluctuations in PFT biomass. Composition variability through time was quantified as the standard deviation of percent evergreen biomass through time within each site for each model. Although fire was possible in ED, CLM, and LPJ model variants, the conditions for fire were not triggered in ED2 and ED2-LU, so the effects of fire were only present in four models (CLM-BGC, CLM-CN, LPJ-WSL, and LPJ-GUESS). Fire in ecosystem models primarily affects ecosystems by reducing biomass, but mortality or changes in growth can also cause similar biomass fluctuations in all models. To calculate biomass variability, biomass was first normalized to the site mean so that biomass through time was expressed as a percent of mean. Biomass variability was then calculated as the standard deviation of this normalized biomass through time at each site for each model. All models except JULES-STATIC used aboveground biomass (AGB) as the measure of biomass variability. Leaf area index was used as 
Empirical data
We used two types of tree-ring data to provide an empirical estimate of climate sensitivity for trees and forests from our study region. First, stand-level aboveground NPP was reconstructed from sampling mapped fixed-area plots according to Dye et al. (2016) , which enable aboveground NPP to be calculated on a per area basis that is comparable to ecosystem model output (Table 1) . NPP was reconstructed from five plots in two separate stands at Harvard and three plots in a single stand at Howland. A nested sampling scheme was used at both locations where two to three increment cores were taken from all trees greater than 10 cm diameter at breast height (DBH) in a 13-m-radius plot and trees greater than 20 cm DBH were cored in a 20-m-radius plot. Growth measurements from all cores for each were averaged and used to reconstruct DBH through time that was then converted to aboveground biomass and annual aboveground biomass increment (proportional to NPP) for each tree and plot using species-specific equations that can be found in the appendix of Dye et al. (2016) . Due to the potential decline in sample replication, and the potential for unmeasured mortality, analyses of tree-ring NPP sensitivity to climate were restricted to 1980-2010 (Clark et al., 2001; Foster et al., 2014) . In addition to tree-ring estimates of NPP, we also analyzed the sensitivity of raw ring width (RW) to climate from the trees used to generate the NPP estimates as well as from nine datasets from the International Tree Ring Databank (ITRDB) (Grissino-Mayer & Fritts, 1997) . Records from the ITRDB were found in close proximity to the Demming Lake, Howland, and UNDERC sites, allowing more robust comparisons of climate sensitivity across the modeled study sites (Appendix S3). In cases where multiple cores existed for a tree, the mean of ring width for each year was used. Although we include supplemental sensitivity analyses using a priori detrended ring-width index (RWI, Appendix S4), we chose raw ring widths as our response variable rather than RWI or basal area increment (BAI) for two reasons. First, we chose not to detrend ring widths a priori for our primary analyses to preserve potential low-frequency effects of changing climate or CO 2 in the modern era that might be confounded with increasing stem size. Second, BAI was not used because measurements of actual diameters were not available for ITRDB trees. The CRUNCEP climate records used to drive the models were matched to the tree-ring data for each site.
Sensitivity analysis
Model and tree-ring sensitivities to climate were analyzed using generalized additive models (GAMs) where NPP or RW is the sum of nonlinear temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 effects. In these analyses, we used site-level annual NPP as the response variable for ecosystem models, plot-level annual aboveground woody increment for tree-ring NPP, and mean raw ring width for each individual in the RW analysis. Temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 effects were estimated with three-knot thin plate regression splines, while an additional size effect was fit with three-knot cubic smoothing spline using the gam function of the mgcv package in R 3.2.3 (Wood, 2012) . Even though LINKAGES lacks CO 2 as a model driver, this effect was included in our statistical analyses as a test of the statistical model's ability to attribute variation in NPP to climate and CO 2 . The size term was included to account for effects of biomass (models, tree-ring NPP) or individual size Static vegetation models were prescribed site composition based on modern forest-type information (Table 1) . However, because composition was assessed as fraction biomass or leaf area (LPJ & JULES models), relative composition could shift through time.
Composition variability and biomass variability were quantified as the standard deviation of the relative fraction evergreen or biomass through time over the full modeling temporal extent. For fire occurrence, 'No' indicates no fire occurred in the model simulations at any locations. Version numbers are not tracked in SiBCASA.
(raw ring width) that could alter the maximum potential NPP or ring width independent of climate. Total site or plot aboveground biomass was used for the size effect in models and tree-ring NPP GAMs, while reconstructed DBH was used for size in the RW GAMs. DBH was reconstructed by subtracting ring widths from the DBH at the time of sampling at Harvard and Howland, but was reconstructed by summing ring widths from the ITRDB records, where no DBH information was available. Because ring-width sums may not accurately reflect the true DBH of ITRDB trees, in RW models the size effect was fit separately for each ITRDB core. This effectively individually detrends ITRDB cores by removing effects of increasing size through time while simultaneously assessing the climate and CO 2 sensitivity of both ITRDB and plot-based samples. We also performed supplemental analyses with a priori detrended RWI using a two-thirds spline that removes long-term trends in tree-ring series (Appendix S5). Because a priori detrending removes age-and size-based trends in the data, the size factor was removed from our climate and CO 2 GAM in RWI analyses. We also include an analysis with all datasets restricted to Harvard and Howland sites where treering NPP records are available (Appendix S6).
We normalized the sensitivities of model NPP and tree-ring width to climate and CO 2 for all analyses to facilitate comparison of model agreement of change in NPP through time and relative influences of temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 as drivers of that change. In all cases, the response variable of NPP or RW was converted to a percent deviation from the model or tree-ring dataset mean. We assessed model agreement of both change in NPP and drivers of change as the standard deviation around the ensemble mean before and after 1901, where CO 2 begins to sharply increase. To prescribe the effects of individual drivers on change in NPP or RW through time, we quantified the relative effects of temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 on NPP or RW in each year. The CO 2 effect was offset from the GAM-estimated effect so that the beginning of simulation CO 2 concentration in 850-855 A.D. received a weight of zero.
Models were analyzed at three temporal scales to determine whether observations from short periods in the modern era were able to capture the relationships between climate and CO 2 change and ecosystem responses over periods with lowfrequency, directional shifts in climate. These three temporal extents are as follows: (i) scale of robust, modern empirical records , (ii) the scale of observational climate data , and (iii) the full model simulation extent . This model-centric analysis was complemented with comparisons to the shifts in sensitivity seen in the RW models at the two shorter scales. Because GAMs center the splinebased effects on the means of the given data (i.e., the mean of observed temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 ), all three temporal scales were recentered on their respective 1980-2010 means to facilitate cross-scale comparisons. Differences in climate and CO 2 sensitivities within and across temporal scales both within individual models and at the ensemble level were assessed by comparing the mean slopes and 95% confidence intervals around each effect. We used an ANOVA to compare variability in the model ensemble across temporal scales. In this ANOVA, we compared the absolute deviation of mean climate and CO 2 sensitivity for each model to that of the ensemble mean at each scale.
We also quantified the effects of slow ecosystem processes among models on NPP sensitivity to climate and CO 2 using linear regression. Here, we considered two categorical characteristics of models as well as two related continuous variables to identify trends in model dynamics and sensitivity to climate and CO 2 . Categorical model characteristics included vegetation scheme (static or dynamic) and the presence of fire (yes or no), while composition (fraction evergreen) and biomass variability described similar model dynamics as continuous effects. Each characteristic of slow ecosystem processes was correlated with the mean slopes of model sensitivities to temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 . We performed this correlation analysis at all three temporal scales to determine whether the effects of these slow processes were significant at particular, characteristic scales.
Results
Spatial and temporal patterns of NPP in ecosystem models
Terrestrial ecosystem models disagreed about both the spatial patterns of NPP in the Northeastern and Upper Midwestern United States as well as the change in NPP through time (Fig. 1) To facilitate comparisons of the impacts of climate and CO 2 on NPP, through time, we analyzed percent change in NPP relative to each model's mean. Once relativized, models and tree rings displayed similar levels of variability in NPP and ring width: Model NPP variability was 16 AE 8%, NPP TR was 12%, and RW was 20%. Even though ED2-LU had the highest NPP variability in absolute terms, with a standard deviation through time of 1.83 MgC m À2 yr À1 , JULES-STATIC displayed higher temporal NPP variability relative to its mean (29%). In contrast, SiB-CASA showed the least absolute and relative NPP variability through time: 0.28 MgC m À2 yr À1 , 5% of its mean. The higher relative NPP variability of JULES-STATIC was accompanied by the most stable biomass (temporal standard deviations of 3%), while JULES-TRIFFID showed the least temporal variability of composition with only a mean 2% variability through time (Table 2) . LPJ-GUESS, whose mean NPP and NPP variability were close to the ensemble mean, had the highest variability of both composition and biomass (35% and 24%, respectively).
NPP and RW sensitivity to climate and CO 2
Comparisons between models and tree-ring data at subcentennial temporal scales reveal large disparities between the effects of climate and CO 2 on NPP and tree growth (Fig. 2) . At the 1980-2010 temporal extent, the ensemble of models and tree-ring data agreed on a positive relationship between NPP or growth and precipitation, but mean model sensitivity (0.09 AE 0.05% mm À1 yr À1 ) was nine times higher than both tree-ring NPP and ring widths (both 0.01% mm À1 yr À1 ). The overall signs of sensitivity were opposite between models and tree-ring data for temperature (model ensemble = À0.99 AE 4.03%°°C
À1
, RW = 11.0%°C
, NPP TR = 14.2%°C
) and CO 2 (model ensemble = 0.20 AE 0.16% ppm
, RW = À0.7% ppm À1 , NPP TR = 0.01% ppm À1 ). However, the 95% confidence interval for NPP TR does encompass 0 and is consistent with relatively CO 2 -insensitive models such as LPJ-WSL. A priori detrending of ring width to ring-width index dramatically reduced temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 sensitivity in the individual-based tree-ring analysis, causing temperature and CO 2 sensitivities to be more consistent with model sensitivities, but less consistent with NPP TR (Appendix S5). Trends within and among the sensitivities of models and tree-ring data were similar between analyses including all sites and when analyses were restricted to just Harvard and Howland (Appendix S6). Increasing temporal scale had relatively minor effects on climate sensitivity in model NPP and increased sensitivity in RW ( Fig. 2 and Appendix S7). This resulted in greater consistency among precipitation responses in RW and models, but continued modeldata disagreement in temperature and CO 2 at the 1901-2010 scale. Temperature sensitivity of NPP in LINKAGES was a notable exception to this trend and showed similar positive effects of lower growing season temperatures as the tree-ring datasets, but then diverged and displayed negative effects of warm temperatures. Spatial and temporal variability in NPP among models corresponded to differences among models in emergent ecosystem sensitivities to temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 . At the full temporal extent of our model simulations (850-2010), models showed consistent positive effects of precipitation and CO 2 on NPP, although with varying magnitudes of the effect (Fig. 2) . For precipitation, the ensemble of models had an average 0.13 AE 0.11% increase in NPP per millimeter precipitation, but individual models showed included in models to show differences in the direction of NPP sensitivity. Most models had a generally negative temperature effect, and the ensemble-mean effect was a decrease of 2.37 AE 9.14% in NPP per°C. JULES-STATIC showed the strongest effect with a 23.48 AE 0.89% decrease per°C. Overall, LINKAGES had a positive temperature effect (14.77 AE 19.43%°C), although this effect became negative at higher temperatures. Over the full course of model simulations, the presence of fire was correlated with decreased sensitivity to temperature (t = À2.3, P = 0.03) and CO 2 (t = À2.8, P < 0.01). Decreased model NPP sensitivity to temperature was also associated with increased biomass variability through time (t = À2.7, P = 0.01).
Models with more variable composition over multiple centuries also tended to be less sensitive to CO 2 , but this trend was not significant (t = À2.0, P = 0.06). An analysis of variance indicated there was greater agreement among model sensitivities to precipitation and CO 2 at the two shorter temporal scales than at the multicentennial (850-2010) extent ( Fig. 2 ; precipitation: t = 4.6, P < 0.01, CO 2 : t = 4.0, P < 0.01), but temperature showed similar ensemble variability across temporal scales (P > 0.05). The presence of fire in ecosystem models correlated with reduced sensitivity to temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 , but only at the multicentennial temporal scale (Table 3) . Slow ecosystem processes had weakened effects on model NPP sensitivity to climate and CO 2 at the shorter temporal scales of empirical data and were not significantly associated with patterns in model sensitivities at these multicentennial scales (Table 3) . Similarly, models with high temporal variability of biomass were also less sensitive to temperature, but only over the course of multiple centuries. Factors associated with changes in composition including composition stability and whether a model had dynamic or static vegetation had no correlation with climate sensitivity in our model ensemble. Fig. 2 Normalized sensitivity of net primary production (NPP) and tree-ring width to growing season temperature, growing season precipitation, and CO 2 across three temporal scales. Climate and CO 2 effects have been normalized to the mean NPP or ring width for each model to facilitate comparison across models and data of different scales. Colored lines indicate the mean estimated response, and color shaded area indicate a 95% confidence interval around that response. Gray shaded regions indicate the ranges of climate or CO 2 not observed in the models at that temporal scale and are presented only for aiding visualization and as such differences among models in these regions should not be interpreted.
Drivers of model ensemble patterns agreement through time
Differences in model sensitivity to increasing CO 2 explained increasing model ensemble uncertainty in change in NPP since 1900 (Fig. 3) . Model ensemble variability of normalized NPP prior to 1900 was 11.0 AE 5.3% (Fig. 3b) . After 1900, this variability more than doubled to 20.6 AE 7.4%. This shift in model agreement occurred as NPP in most models shifted from being primarily influenced by precipitation to showing varying degrees of CO 2 enhancement (Fig. 3b, c) . In the 1980-2010 extent, the effect of CO 2 on NPP in models that include dynamic CO 2 ranged from +2% to +110% with model variability in CO 2 response proportionate to that of intermodel NPP deviation during this time period (CO 2 variability = 29 AE 3%; NPP variability = 28 AE 5%, Fig. 3c) . LINKAGES was the only model to not include a CO 2 driver, and our statistical method misattributed a slight 0.6% decrease in NPP to increasing CO 2 .
Discussion
Analysis of emergent responses to temperature, precipitation, and CO 2 at multidecadal and multicentennial timescales reveals many inconsistencies among models and data. The ten terrestrial ecosystem models included in our study showed variability in both mean NPP across space and relative changes in NPP through time (Fig. 1) . Similar discrepancies have been widely observed in other multimodel comparisons, which have attributed differences among models to numerous causes including ecosystem feedbacks and uncertainties in model processes and parameterization (Piao et al., 2013; Friedlingstein et al., 2014; Walker et al., 2014) . We found widely varying patterns of climate and CO 2 effects among models and data across multiple temporal scales (Fig. 2) . However, the ensemble of models displayed less variation in climate and CO 2 responses at short temporal scales. Small differences in model structure and parameterization compound over time and drive model divergence, skewing model projections at ecology-and policy-relevant timescales. Fire and changes in biomass are only associated with differences in precipitation and CO 2 sensitivity among models at the multicentennial scale, indicating that feedbacks involving disturbance and biomass only have discernible impacts on climate and CO 2 over multiple forest generations (Table 3) . Although model responses to precipitation are the most variable, responses to CO 2 are the greatest source of ensemble divergence of the past 100 years.
Models and empirical datasets have widely varying estimates of baseline NPP, so standardization is important to compare the impacts of climate and CO 2 through time across datasets. To be consistent across all models in the ensemble, we analyzed total ecosystem NPP, which includes the total carbon allocated to both above-and belowground tissues. Most models in our ensemble simulated NPP values within the range of what has been observed for forests common in the Northeastern and Upper Midwestern United states. Representative field-based estimates of NPP for our study region range from 1.3 MgC ha À1 yr À1 in mature boreal forests to as high as 8.7 MgC ha À1 yr À1 in the oak-hickory forests that dominate further south when a 50% carbon content of biomass is assumed (Jenkins et al., 2001; Luyssaert et al., 2007; Goulden et al., 2011) . Even if the models were perfectly accurate, their values would still be greater than the aboveground-only NPP quantified through tree rings in our study, which is estimated to be between 45% and 65% of the total carbon. Furthermore, our tree-ring productivity estimates only include the aboveground biomass increment from 1 year to the next, which will not capture any biomass that is produced and turns over within a year. A recent comparison of tree-ring estimates of NPP at Harvard Forest indicated good agreement with repeat forest censuses (Eisen & Plotkin, 2015; Dye et al., 2016) , but is substantially lower than values estimated through remote sensing for coniferous and deciduous forests at the same site (5.5 and 6.8 MgC ha À1 yr À1 , respectively; Turner et al., 2005) . To reconcile total and aboveground NPP estimates, better quantification of amounts and controls of allocation and turnover among tissues is essential (Jenkins et al., 2001; Litton et al., 2007; Luyssaert et al., 2007) . Some empirical studies suggest that the fraction of NPP allocated to aboveground wood could vary from year to year due to tree maturation, increasing CO 2 , or interannual climate variability Norby et al., 2005; Doughty et al., 2014) . Although some ecosystem models allocate carbon in response to changing resource limitations , most do not and the models used in this analysis are based on simple allometric rules. Despite these inconsistencies in NPP values among models and empirical datasets, it is informative to compare the emergent sensitivities of productivity to climate and CO 2 across datasets. Emergent model NPP sensitivities to temperature and precipitation are not supported by the responses observed in plot or individual tree-ring records. Specifically, most models were oversensitive to precipitation relative to tree rings and had predominantly negative or no response to temperature, whereas both tree-ring NPP and raw ring widths showed consistently positive responses (Fig. 2) . The strongly negative effect of temperature coupled with a strongly positive effect of precipitation in the models suggests that the ecosystem models in our ensemble may be oversensitive to both temperature-and precipitation-driven droughts despite rapid postdrought recovery seen in many ecosystem models (Anderegg et al., 2015) . Although the tree rings in our study show positive correlations with temperature in both raw ring width and a priori detrended ring-width index, other studies provide support for negative effects of high temperatures on tree growth in the Eastern United States (e.g., Rollinson et al., 2016) . Nonetheless, models appear to be lacking moderating feedbacks that can cause positive temperature effects at low temperatures or reduce precipitation sensitivity. Indeed, the model in our ensemble that most closely matches the empirical relationship between temperature and NPP is LINKAGES, which calculates NPP directly from growing degree days rather than from separate GPP and autotrophic respiration functions (Post & Pastor, 1996) . Models were also oversensitive to precipitation relative to tree rings. Traditional tree-ring analyses have focused on growth responses to drought indices such as the Palmer Drought Severity Index that combines temperature, precipitation, and soil moisture into a single drought metric (e.g., Speer et al., 2009; McEwan et al., 2011) . However, process-based ecosystem models drive productivity from independent forcing of temperature and precipitation, and temperature-vs. precipitation-based droughts may impact ecosystems differently (Anderegg et al., 2013) . Furthermore, models can vary in their representation of soil and hydrology so that the same temperature and precipitation drivers may result in different droughts both among models and compared to empirical system (Cook et al., 2015) . Tree-ring studies that have used mixed- modeling frameworks to look at the simultaneous influences of temperature and precipitation on growth have revealed stronger influences of temperature on growth than precipitation (Rollinson et al., 2016) . To improve the ecosystem-scale model responses to both temperature and precipitation, further empirical research is needed to separate temperature and precipitation effects on tree growth.
Model responses to precipitation were more variable than temperature or CO 2 , and consequently, there was little consensus in our model ensemble about when and where ecosystem productivity was driven by temperature vs. precipitation (Figs 2 and 3) . Despite sensitivity disparities with tree-ring data, the strong control of precipitation in many models at the multicentennial scale supports hypotheses that drought may have been instrumental in driving ecosystem dynamics and species shifts in New England 500-600 years before present (Clifford & Booth, 2015) . However, the relative insensitivity of productivity to temperature is difficult to reconcile with apparent temperature-driven millennial-scale compositional shifts in the paleoecological record (Prentice et al., 1991; Blois et al., 2013 ). In the model ensemble, fire and changes in biomass variability reduce model sensitivity to temperature rather than changes in relative composition, which suggests this lack of temperature sensitivity is not due to stabilizing shifts in plant functional types. Challenges of recreating spatial and temporal patterns of observed composition are a pervasive problem in ecosystem modeling and are known to have cascading impacts that bias other aspects of ecosystem dynamics including NPP and transpiration (Matthes et al., 2016) . Improved plant functional type parameterization within and across models through careful data collection will undoubtedly help address some of the discrepancies in magnitude and relative importance of temperature and precipitation seen between models and data in our study.
Differences in model responses to increasing CO 2 drive model ensemble uncertainty in NPP since 1900 (Fig. 3) . The discrepancy of CO 2 enhancement effects in the model ensemble reflects the long-running debate in empirical studies about whether or not increased CO 2 has sustained effects on tree growth and ecosystem productivity. One synthesis from free-air CO 2 enrichment (FACE) studies, where conditions were raised tõ 170 ppm above modern, increased productivity by 23%, or 13% ppm À1 . This is slightly less than half of the 43% increase in NPP attributed to CO 2 in our model ensemble over a similar increase in CO 2 over the past 100 years (Fig. 3) . However, a 30-year study that found 12% increased stem width from increased CO 2 attributed most of this difference to early growth increases that diminished as the trees matured (H€ attenschwiler et al., 1997) . The effect of increasing competition for resources such as nitrogen and light during forest maturation has been used to explain a lack of CO 2 enhancement on tree growth in older forests quantified through tree rings (van der Sleen et al., 2014; Fern andez-de-Uña et al., 2016) . In tree rings, rising CO 2 has been associated with increased water use efficiency, but there has been little evidence that this translates into increased stem growth (Gedalof & Berg, 2010; Andreu-Hayles et al., 2011; Peñuelas et al., 2011; van der Sleen et al., 2014; Frank et al., 2015) . Many of the explanations for a lack of CO 2 -induced growth increases in tree-ring widths center around the challenges of separating out the effects of increasing CO 2 from increasing tree size and stand-level forest dynamics (Jacoby & D'Arrigo, 1997; Andreu-Hayles et al., 2011) . In our results, stand-level NPP from tree rings showed no CO 2 effect, but individual ring widths displayed a negative effect that arises from the aforementioned challenges even though we explicitly accounted for increasing individual size in our analyses ( Fig. 2 and Appendix S5). This model-and data-based uncertainty in the long-term effect of increasing CO 2 on ecosystems is the greatest source of uncertainty in current and future forest carbon cycle modeling (Sitch et al., 2008; IPCC, 2013) . Both fire and changes in biomass are correlated with CO 2 sensitivity in our ensemble of models across temporal scales ( Table 3 ), indicating that disturbance and recovery processes may have strong influence on how CO 2 impacts ecosystem NPP. Consequently, accurate representation of causes of forest disturbances and process of recovery at local scales is necessary to reconcile models with empirical data and to make improved predictions of future forest dynamics under continued global change (Seidl et al., 2011; Dietze et al., 2014; Steinkamp & Hickler, 2015) .
Models and data display conflicting responses of NPP to climate and CO 2, and these differences are more pronounced at the multicentennial timescales of past climate-driven ecosystem change. Models are generally oversensitive to growing season precipitation relative to tree-ring datasets and display negative responses to temperature, while tree rings show consistent positive effects. Further research on independent temperature and precipitation effects is necessary to diagnose systematic weaknesses in ecosystem models. Similarly, differences in model responses to CO 2 drive divergence of model ensemble NPP over the past century as the effects compound through time, while CO 2 concentration consistently increases. Despite empirical evidence for positive CO 2 effects on individual processes included in ecosystem models, the net effects on tree growth and forest-level NPP remain unclear and poorly constrained. Differences in disturbance as measured through the presence of fire in model simulations only impact the sensitivity of productivity to climate and CO 2 at multicentennial timesscales that capture multiple tree generations. The paths toward model improvement and reconciling discrepancies with data will be model-specific as each model has unique structural and parameterization requirements. However, accurate representation of fire and other disturbance processes and ecosystem recovery in models will require improved synthesis of short-term ecophysiological processes with gradual shifts in forest composition and structure seen in historical and paleoecological records. We advocate that this process of refinement includes consideration and formal evaluation of emergent, ecosystem-level behavior at the multidecadal and multicentennial temporal scales at which changes in forest composition and biomass occur. This approach would better align model evaluation with the organizational and temporal scales of forest dynamics and policy decisions.
